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Whenever we think of furnished office space in Gurgaon there are very few vendors that we rely on
the reason being is the difference between what is promised and what it delivered some original
booking in Gurgaon are so difficult to trace that the buyer is often confused as to which dealer he
should believe in. Since property has no fixed benchmark and the prices are rough estimations
taking into account of the last sale made in the following area, itâ€™s always a difficult task.

There was a time when Gurgaon was a small village seeking attention of the Realtors. Despite to its
proximity with Gurgaon it was lagging the Infrastructure that that is essential to be considered to be
a next Real estate destination. After the exploding population scenario in Delhi and saturation for
Realtors   since there was no place left in Delhi were Realtors could make huge large scale
residential and commercial properties. Haryana Government took some bold step sand Gurgaon
was slowly developed. The Centre sanctioning the Delhi Gurgaon Highway and Maruti setting its
plant there was the stepping stone for the Industrial and Developmental of Gurgaon.

The People of Gurgaon

Gurgaon has been agriculture based village society from time immemorial ,the soil was rich and the
farmers sowed crops .The Haryana government did tried to some extent popularize agriculture in
Gurgaon but after the development of the new Metropolis was not able to divert the peoples mind
towards agriculture.

Now since major population of the rural Gurgaon has earned much from selling their lucrative land
to the corporate, it has entered into other businesses.

Haryana whoâ€™s once tag line was â€œHaryana jahan milta hai doodh ka khanaâ€• is now progressing
towards the new cultural shift that is real estate. Nooks and corners of Gurgaon has seen the
spurting up of small property agents that neither has the experience of real Estate neither do they
understand the finer details of the Profession.

According to recent reports it has been proposed that the population of this small metro would soon
reach .5 crores and it would become a parallel city to Gurgaon.

Assuming that the speed at with basic infrastructure is growing at Gurgaon, soon it would add more
strain to the already crippling infrastructure

There have been reports of clashes between the two different realties of Gurgaon. One is the
developing Corporate City and the other is the older rustic roots. It is

to be seen that how Gurgaon would evolve as a new city of thousand dreams. As it is often said â€œlike
people sometimes countries has their own destiny, Gurgaon too had to mend its way into a true
representative of the Modern India.

Modern economic theory has proposed that after some point of saturation people do look outside for
new avenues to explore, Delhi have its dance with the destiny, so has Kolkata now its Gurgaonâ€™s
turn.

Like raising phoenix of from the ashes and taking a new birth, some day Gurgaon too would rise
from his past and reach to the glory of future. How soon will it happen it is to be seen? And realtors
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has their gaze stuck to it, itâ€™s in their blood to make hey while the sun shines, the radar is always
open for new business opportunities, and history is evident that the first movers has always gained
immensely, remember what DLF has gained in setting its foothold in the lucrative real estate world
of Gurgaon. Kaushal Pal has immense belief in the potential of Gurgaon and its vision for the future
of it. Forgetting a good deal is like extracting diamonds from the chaff; KP Singh himself negotiated
and settled family disputes in order to spread his empire. Now we have entered into the domain of
rented properties in Gurgaon that is fascinating due to its various options that it provides to its
buyers.
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